The ecology of speciation in Bacillus
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Microbial ecologists and systematists are challenged to discover the early ecological changes that drive the splitting of one bacterial population into two ecologically distinct populations. We have aimed to identify newly divergent lineages (“ecotypes”) bearing the dynamic properties attributed to species, with the rationale that discovering their ecological differences would reveal the ecological dimensions of speciation. To this end, we have sampled bacteria from the *Bacillus subtilis–Bacillus licheniformis* clade from sites differing in solar exposure and soil texture within a Death Valley canyon. Within this clade, we hypothesized ecotype demarcations based on DNA sequence diversity, through analysis of the clade’s evolutionary history by Ecotype Simulation (ES) and AdaptML. Ecotypes so demarcated were found to be significantly different in their associations with solar exposure and soil texture, suggesting that these and covarying environmental parameters are among the dimensions of ecological divergence for newly divergent *Bacillus* ecotypes. Fatty acid composition appeared to contribute to ecotype differences in temperature adaptation, since those ecotypes with more warm-adapting fatty acids were isolated more frequently from sites with greater solar exposure. The recognized species and subspecies of the *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade were found to be nearly identical to the ecotypes demarcated by ES, with a few exceptions where a recognized taxon is split at most into three putative ecotypes. Nevertheless, the taxa recognized do not appear to encompass the full ecological diversity of the *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade: ES and AdaptML identified several newly discovered clades as ecotypes that are distinct from any recognized taxon.

The last decade has revealed unimagined levels of species diversity among the prokaryotes. Annealing experiments with environmental DNA have pushed our estimates of community diversity into the millions of species (20, 56), with a billion species estimated worldwide (15). Sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene has identified tens of thousands of species, yet to be characterized, within a single community (24). Since only about 9,000 species have been recognized and described globally, the task of characterizing the many remaining species presents a profound challenge for microbial systematists and ecologists. In particular, we need to describe the unique ecological role each species plays, the differences that allow them to coexist, and the processes by which they have originated.

These key issues may all be addressed by discovering the early ecological changes that drive the splitting of one bacterial population into two ecologically distinct populations. One might expect that a comparison of the most closely related species recognized by bacterial systematics would provide insight into the first ecological differences associated with the splitting of lineages. However, the species of bacterial systematics are often extremely broadly defined, whether measured by diversity of genome content and physiology (22), by DNA sequence (53), or, most importantly, by ecology (61). So, if we are to identify the first ecological changes distinguishing newly divergent lineages, we may need to identify taxa that are more narrowly defined and more newly divergent than the named species.

Our approach is to identify bacterial clades with the properties shared by many modern species concepts—that species should each be cohesive (subject to forces that constrain the diversity within the species), irreversibly separate and ecologically distinct from other species, and invented only once (13). These criteria are met by bacterial ecotypes, which are defined as ecologically homogeneous clades, whose diversity is constrained by a force of cohesion, either periodic selection or genetic drift (5, 10, 11, 29, 47, 60). In periodic selection, natural selection favoring each adaptive mutant within an ecotype can purge the ecotype’s diversity genomewide (28, 30), owing to the low rates of recombination in bacteria, occurring usually within an order of magnitude of the mutation rate (6, 7, 33, 57). Because different ecotypes are distinct in their ecological niches, periodic selection and genetic drift cannot extend beyond the limits of an ecotype. The divergence between ecotypes is thus not constrained by periodic selection or drift; also, recombination may decelerate divergence but in the end is not sufficient to prevent adaptive divergence between ecotypes (5, 10). Ecotypes therefore have the species-like prop-
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erties of cohesion, as well as ecological distinctness and irreversible separateness from other ecotypes (4).

Moreover, longstanding ecotypes can be discovered from patterns of DNA sequence diversity, provided that a particular model of bacterial evolution applies. In the Stable Ecotype model, ecotypes are formed only rarely, and there is recurrent purging of diversity within ecotypes, either by periodic selection or by genetic drift (11). In this case, each ecotype can accumulate a unique set of sequence mutations at every gene in the genome over the ecotype’s long history as a distinct lineage, and diversity within each ecotype is recurrently purged, allowing ecotypes to be discovered as DNA sequence clusters for any gene shared among ecotypes (9, 11, 29, 50, 61).

We have employed two recently developed algorithms to hypothesize the sequence clusters that correspond to ecotypes and to confirm that the ecotypes so hypothesized are indeed ecologically distinct. AdaptML (25) and Ecotype Simulation (ES) (29) each analyze the evolutionary history of a clade to ecologically distinct. AdaptML (25) and Ecotype Simulation and to confirm that the ecotypes so hypothesized are indeed hypothesize the sequence clusters that correspond to ecotypes (10). These algorithms have an advantage over the universal molecular thresholds used by bacterial systematics to identify species, because there is no evidence of a single molecular criterion that would be applicable for all bacteria (2, 10, 11), and the criteria used thus far by systematics have frequently led to overly diverse species (11, 53).

The ES and AdaptML algorithms have successfully identified extremely closely related ecotypes that would otherwise have been subsumed as unrecognized entities within species (25, 29). Comparisons of the habitat associations of these ecotypes have then led to discovery of the ecological dimensions of ecotype divergence: solar exposure of soil for *Bacillus* (29), photic zone depth and temperature for *Synechococcus* from hot springs (61), host range for *Legionella* (9), and season and particle substrate size for marine *Vibrio* (25). Discovering the ecological dimensions of early divergence simultaneously addresses the evolutionary origins of bacterial diversity, the basis of niche partitioning, and the unique role each ecotype plays in its community.

Here we aim to expand the set of known ecological dimensions of early divergence within the *Bacillus subtilis–Bacillus licheniformis* clade, which includes *B. subtilis* and its three sub-species (35, 41), *B. vallismortis, B. mojavensis, B. atrophaeus, B. amyloliquefaciens, B. licheniformis, B. sonorensis* (38), *B. tequilensis* (21), clades earlier described as “*B. azarquielis*” and “*B. malacensis*” (44) but now reclassified as *B. mojavensis* (59), and the clade earlier described as “*B. velezensis*” (43) but now reclassified as *B. amyloliquefaciens* (58). We collected soil following the “Evolution Canyon” paradigm developed by Eviatar Nevo and colleagues: an evolution canyon is an east-west-running canyon, which provides habitats that contrast sharply in solar exposure but are identical in geological and macroclimatic features (36). Comparisons of the biota of the two slopes of evolution canyons have revealed adaptive differences related to solar exposure in a great diversity of organisms, including bacteria, fungi, plants, arthropods, and vertebrates (36). In the present study, we collected soil from a west-running, hot-desert canyon in Death Valley, California, yielding isolates from the south-facing slope (SFS), with the most intense solar exposure; the shadier north-facing slope (NFS); and the canyon bottom’s arroyo (A), with intermediate solar exposure and more access to water than either slope. In addition, we collected soil of two texture types, a sandy soil and a badland-like silty soil, which also differed in their chemical properties and in the plants they supported. We will demonstrate that differences associated with solar exposure and soil texture are among the dimensions of ecological divergence for newly divergent *Bacillus* ecotypes in the Death Valley canyon.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Habitats and soil collection.** Soil was collected on June 3, 2007, from Radio Facility Wash (RFW) near Furnace Creek in Death Valley National Park. The study site is flanked by the deep alluvium-filled Death Valley floor to the west, and to the east by the Funeral Mountains, which are a fault-bounded block in the southwestern portion of the Basin and Range geologic province. The elevation is 45 m below sea level. The geology of the site includes variably consolidated mixtures of recent to late Holocene silt, clay, and fine sand, with no significant soil development. Surficial material is commonly underlain by older playa or lacustrine systems of the middle to early Holocene and Pleistocene ages (57a). The mean annual maximum temperature for the 30-year interval from 1971 to 2000 was 45°C; the mean annual minimum temperature was 4°C, and the mean annual precipitation was 6.3 cm (39). Despite the small amount of precipitation, rainfall at higher elevations does not penetrate the ground surface, resulting in periodic flooding of the wash.

The walls of Radio Facility Wash have a slope of about 40° and are about 12 m high. RFW runs due west at the points of collection, yielding three major habitats with regard to solar exposure and access to water: the south-facing slope (36°28′01″ to 36°28′03″ N, 116°51′69″ to 116°51′74″ W), the north-facing slope (36°27′90″ to 36°28′00″ N, 116°51′71″ to 116°51′73″ W), and the arroyo at the wash bottom (36°28′00″ to 36°28′04″ N, 116°51′71″ to 116°51′73″ W) (Fig. 1). In addition to the solar exposure dimension, the slopes of the wash were heterogeneous in surface soil texture, with sandy and badland-like silty soil, while the arroyo surface contained only sandy soil. Soil was collected from the top 3 mm.

**Plant-based characterization of habitats.** The five habitat types were characterized by the plants present at the peak of the flowering season (25 February 2008).

**Chemical and physical analysis of soil.** Soil samples were assayed by Colorado State University's Soil, Water, and Plant Testing Lab for salinity, conductivity, pH, organic content, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, zinc, iron, manganese, copper, boron, and proportions of sand, silt, and clay.

**Strain isolation.** Strains of the *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade were isolated as spores from soil as previously described (12), except that the isolates were not screened for utilization of L-arabinose and mannitol. Briefly, the soil was heated in water at 80°C for 10 min, and bacteria were streaked for isolation on Luria broth plates. Strains that tested positive for citrate utilization, nitrate reduction, and gelatin hydrolysis were kept for molecular characterization. The 118 strains
so isolated were confirmed by sequence analysis (as described below) to be members of the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade (Fig. 2; see also Table S1 in the supplemental material).

**DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and sequencing.** DNA was extracted using the Puregene DNA purification kit from Gentra Systems, by following the manufacturer’s protocol for Gram-positive bacteria (29). PCR amplification of gyrA and \textit{gyrB} was performed as described previously (29). For \textit{dnaJ}, we used forward primer 5′-GGG GTA GGT AAG AGC GCT TC-3′ and reverse primer 5′-GGG GTA GGT AAG AGC GCT TC-3′, and PCR involved 30 cycles with annealing at 52°C.

The 16S rRNA gene was sequenced for a subset of the sequences, chosen to represent the ecotypes predicted by Ecotype Simulation (see below). Two overlapping segments of the gene were amplified and then aligned. For the region spanning gene positions 4 to 964, we used forward primer 5′-TAT CGG AGA GTT TGA TTC TGG-3′ and reverse primer 5′-GGG GTA GGT AAG AGC GCT TC-3′; for the region spanning positions 695 to 1505, we used forward primer 5′-TAG CGG TTA GGC TAG AG-3′ and reverse primer 5′-GAT TCC TTA CAT CCG ATT AAA CC-3′; for the region spanning positions 765 to 1776, we used forward primer 5′-GGG GTA GGT AAG AGC GCT TC-3′ and reverse primer 5′-GAT TCC TTA CAT CCG ATT AAA CC-3′. Thirty cycles of PCR were performed at an annealing temperature of 60°C.

PCR products were purified using the Qiagen QiAquick spin kit and were sent to the University of Pennsylvania DNA Sequencing Facility for sequencing. Sequences were aligned using ClustalW multiple alignment (55). After the initial alignment, all gaps and single nucleotide changes were checked in the chromatograms of both the forward and the reverse sequences. Where the forward and reverse sequences disagreed, the strand conforming to the consensus nucleotide of the strain’s closest relatives was chosen to be correct, if possible; otherwise, the nucleotide site was recorded as ambiguous. The length of the concatenation of partial sequences of \textit{dnaJ}, \textit{gyrA}, and \textit{gyrB} was 1,776 bp.

**Phylogeny reconstruction.** The ES and AdaptML algorithms do not explicitly model the introduction of sequence diversity into an ecotype by recombination (25, 29), so we have aimed to analyze only the nonrecombinant sequence diversity at the three protein-coding loci. We therefore identified strains that underwent recombination, as well as the particular gene involved in each recombination event, using the “majority rules” rationale (14, 29). Using the maximum-parsimony criterion, a recombination-free phylogeny of all strains in the study was estimated with Mega (54), based on the concatenation of the three protein-coding genes, with recombinant fragments removed. The recombination-free alignment was used as input for both ES and AdaptML, with further accommodations for recombination made by ES, as discussed previously (29) (see also http://ecohub.wesleyan.edu).

We included in phylogenetic and ES analyses reference strains from each ecotype previously demarcated (29).

**Ecotype Simulation and AdaptML analyses.** In ES, sequence data were analyzed to estimate the number of ecotypes (\(n\)) and the rates of ecotype formation (\(\Phi\)) and periodic selection (\(\sigma\)), which were then used to infer the ecotype demarcations (see Fig. 2) (29). Given the extremely large population sizes and the high rates of worldwide migration in this clade (34, 40), we excluded genetic drift from the analysis, as previously discussed (29).

AdaptML used as input the habitat source of each organism, as well as the sequence-based phylogeny of the organisms (25). The algorithm yielded the rate of evolutionary transition in ecological adaptation (corresponding to the ecotype formation rate in ES), the demarcation of organisms into ecotypes (Fig. 2), and the habitat spectrum of each ecotype (the probability that a member of an ecotype is isolated from each habitat) (Table 1).

Each ecotype demarcated by either algorithm represents a clade putatively adapted to a particular set of environments. In some cases, different ecotypes have independently converged on the same niche, at least as defined by adaptation to solar exposure and soil texture (Table 1).

**RESULTS**

**Phylogeny.** We constructed a maximum-parsimony tree of the RFW isolates and reference strains, based on the recombination-free concatenation of the three protein-coding genes (\textit{dnaJ}, \textit{gyrA}, and \textit{gyrB}) (Fig. 2). The tree confirms the previous result (38) that the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade is clearly divided into two subclades, one containing \textit{B. subtilis} and its close relatives and the other containing \textit{B. licheniformis} and \textit{B. sonorensis}. The tree indicates several clades, unrecognized by systematics, that are closely related to named species, including those clades labeled in Fig. 2 as putative ecotypes (PE) 2 to 4, 15, 19 to 23, 25 to 26, and 29 to 31.

Bacterial systematists have used divergence in the 16S rRNA gene as a guide to demarcating species (51, 52), and so we measured 16S rRNA divergence to determine whether the unrecognized clades appear to be outside the boundaries of existing recognized species. Recognized species within the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade are frequently as little as 0.3% divergent in 16S rRNA (Table 2), which was about the level of divergence of clades PE 2 and PE 4 from each other and from the clade containing the type strain of \textit{B. licheniformis} (PE 5). Other unrecognized clades were much more closely related than recognized species, e.g., PE 4 and PE 28, with a divergence of 0.07%.

We performed ES and AdaptML to determine which of these unrecognized clades and which of the recognized species and subspecies appear to be ecotypes.

**Ecotype Simulation analysis.** ES was performed on the three-gene concatenation of the RFW isolates and reference strains within the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade, excluding strains that contained a recombinant segment. To begin ES, the recombinant-free sequence diversity was characterized by the “clade sequence diversity” curve of Fig. 3 (3, 29, 32). This curve represents the history of cladogenesis among lineages of this clade that were included in our sample. The clade sequence diversity curve was the input data used by ES to estimate the rates of ecotype formation and periodic selection, as well as the number of ecotypes (\(n\)) (29).

ES estimated the rate of periodic selection (1.1; confidence interval [CI], 0.16 to 5.6) to be much greater than the rate of ecotype formation (0.019; CI, 0.013 to 0.029) (all rates are per nucleotide substitution in the concatenation), which is consistent with the Stable Ecotype model. ES estimated a total of 28 ecotypes in the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade (CI, 13 to 44). The fit of the ES-estimated parameters to the observed clade sequence diversity curve is shown in Fig. 3.

Ecotypes were then demarcated by finding the most inclusive subsclades that were each consistent with containing a single ecotype (i.e., \(n = 1\), as previously described (29) (Fig.
2). ES hypothesized 14 putative ecotypes beyond those previously identified (29): 11 putative ecotypes were discovered in RFW (PE 19 to 24 and PE 27 to 31), and 3 were recognized (or formerly recognized) taxa not included in our previous ES analysis but included here as reference strains: *B. tequilensis* (PE 18) and "*B. velezensis*" (PE 25 and 26).

For the most part, the ecotypes demarcated by ES corresponded very closely to the taxa recognized by systematics.
Among previously classified strains, several taxa corresponded to putative ecotypes, including Bacillus subtilis subsp. inaquosorum (PE 12), Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis (PE 10), B. valvisnortis (PE 14), B. atrophaeus (PE 8), B. sonorensis (PE 17), and B. licheniformis (PE 5). Exceptions included the more diverse taxon Bacillus subtilis subsp. spizizenii, which was split into two ecotypes (PE 11 and PE 15), and B. mojavensis, which was previously identified as PE 9 but is now split into PE 9A and 9B. Also, three strains of “B. velezensis,” currently classified as B. amyloliquefaciens, were split into two ecotypes (PE 25 and 26) separate from the type strain of B. amyloliquefaciens (Fig. 2).

Ecological distinctness of ecotypes hypothesized by ES. Putative ecotypes demarcated by ES must be independently confirmed to be ecologically distinct, since under various evolutionary models (other than the Stable Ecotype model), a single ecotype may contain multiple sequence clusters (11, 29). We assayed for ecological distinctness by testing whether ecotypes were heterogeneous in their microgeographic associations with different habitat types, as defined by solar exposure and soil texture. We found a significant association between ecotypes and solar exposure (χ² = 38.5, 12 df, P < 0.0001, including those ecotypes with ≥5 members sampled [Fig. 2]). Two ecotypes appeared highly specialized by solar exposure: PE 5 was found only on the more exposed south-facing slope and in the arroyo, and PE 15 was found largely on the north-facing slope.

Putative ecotypes demarcated by ES were also different in terms of their associations with soil texture (χ² = 13.0; 6 df, P = 0.044), but specialization with soil texture was not as extreme as for solar exposure. The clade of PE 12 and PE 19 contained a much higher fraction of isolates from silty soil (45%) than the B. subtilis–B. licheniformis clade at large (22%).

Another approach to testing the ES-demarcated ecotypes for ecological distinctness involved the AdaptML algorithm, as we next explain.

AdaptML analysis. The concatenation-based, recombination-free phylogeny (Fig. 2) and the habitat source of each strain (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) were the inputs for AdaptML. When both ecological dimensions (solar exposure and soil texture) were used as habitat source inputs, AdaptML recognized two classes of ecotypes, one relatively specialized to the arroyo and the silty soil of the slopes, and the
other relatively specialized to sandy soil and the north-facing slope (Table 1). There was much overlap between the habitat spectra of these ecotype classes, especially along the soil texture dimension. For example, the two habitat spectra differed only by a factor of 1.5 in their affinities with silty soil (i.e., strains from the silt-arroyo-preferring ecotypes had a 29% probability of isolation from silty habitats, while strains from the sand-NFS ecotypes had a 19% probability of isolation from silty habitats [Table 1]), but the habitat spectra differed by a factor of 4.0 in their affinities with the south-facing slope (Table 1).

AdaptML hypothesized seven ecotypes among RFW isolates, four convergent on the sand-NFS ecotype class and three convergent on the silt-arroyo ecotype class (Fig. 2; Table 1). AdaptML and ES agreed on the demarcations of four putative ecotypes from RFW (PE 12, 19, 14, and 15). In other cases, a clade that was demarcated as a single ecotype by AdaptML was split by ES into multiple ecotypes, as seen for AdaptML ecotypes D, F, and G (Fig. 2).

While AdaptML found seven ecotypes when both ecological dimensions were included in the analysis (Table 1), the algorithm found only a single ecotype within the entire B. subtilis–R. licheniformis clade when either ecological dimension was analyzed alone (data not shown).

Physical, chemical, and biotic differences among habitats. The “silty” soils contained about 50% silt and about 45% clay, with very little sand. The “sandy” soils contained about 55 to 80% sand and about 15 to 40% clay, with very little silt (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). The SFS sandy soil contained less sand than the sandy soils of the NFS and arroyo. Overall, the soil from RFW showed low organic content (<2% in all soils), high pH (ranging from 8.4 to 9.1), and low nutrient content, with most soils containing nitrogen at <8 ppm. One exception to the low nitrogen level was the south-facing silty soil (with 25.3 ppm); possibly there is more nitrogen-fixing activity in this soil. Boron, nitrogen, and organic content levels were highest in the silty soils.

Also, these habitats differed in the plants growing in each, with far fewer plant species inhabiting the SFS than either the arroyo or the NFS (see Table S3 in the supplemental material). The soil texture dimension had a profound impact on plant distribution; not a single plant was found on the silty soils of either slope.

Fatty acid content. We analyzed the levels of the 11 major fatty acids in six ecotypes (or pools of ecotypes in cases where sample sizes were low) from the B. subtilis subclade. These fatty acids included four isomethyl-branched FAs, previously shown to contribute to adaptation to warmer temperatures, and two anteisomethyl-branched and three unsaturated FAs, previously shown to contribute to adaptation to cooler temperatures (19) (Table 3). For each isolate we calculated the sums of high-temperature-adapting (isomethyl-branched) and low-temperature-adapting (anteisomethyl-branched and unsaturated) FA levels, and we produced a heat adaptation index by dividing the high-by the low-temperature-adapting FA levels. Putative ecotype 15 and the pool of PE 9A and 9B showed lower heat adaptation indices than other ecotypes; the heat adaptation index of PE 15 was significantly different from that of every other ecotype except the pool of PE 9A and 9B (Table 3).
3). Also, the two very closely related ecotypes PE 12 and PE 19 were significantly different in their heat adaptation indices. Those ecotypes with higher heat adaptation indices tended to have a higher fraction of strains isolated from the south-facing slope ($r = 0.77$, 4 df, $P = 0.036$ by a one-tailed test) (Fig. 4).

We tested for possible ecological heterogeneity within the ecotypes demarcated by ES and AdaptML by analyzing the diversity of heat adaptation indices within ecotypes. Interestingly, in four of the five ecotypes, at least one individual isolated per slope, the strains isolated from the south-facing slope had a greater median heat adaptation index than the strains isolated from the north-facing slope. While not significant, this result suggests the possibility of ecological divergence within the hypothesized ecotypes.

**Geography of isolates from silty soil.** The clade containing PE 12 and 19 was much more frequently isolated from silty soil than all other ecotypes. As shown in Fig. 1, strains of this silt-associated clade were isolated from silty and sandy sites throughout the study area.

**DISCUSSION**

We have aimed to identify the ecological dimensions of speciation in the *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade. Our first step was to demarcate newly divergent, ecologically distinct clades (ecotypes) within the clade, with the goal of identifying the ecological differences between the young ecotypes. Rather than accept a universal molecular threshold of divergence for hypothesizing clades of biological significance, as in the established systematics of bacteria (11, 42, 51), we have utilized two algorithms (Ecotype Simulation and AdaptML) that analyze a clade’s evolutionary history to determine the appropriate demarcations for the particular clade. Through Ecotype Simulation, we identified 31 sequence clusters within the *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade as putative ecotypes, with 19 of these present in RFW; AdaptML identified 7 ecotypes in RFW. We next consider to what extent the putative ecotypes we identified represent the ecological diversity within the *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade.

**Ecological distinctness of the putative ecotypes.** Sequence clusters identified by ES are most likely to correspond to ecotypes if the Stable Ecotype model applies (11). However, under some alternative models of bacterial evolution, the clusters hypothesized to be ecotypes under ES might actually be ecologically interchangeable members of the same ecotype (11). This is the case, for example, under the Geotype-plus-Boeing model, where formerly geographically isolated populations (geotypes) have been mixed recently by human transport (11), possibly the case for geotypes of *Yersinia pestis* (1, 62). To accommodate the Geotype-plus-Boeing and other models, the ecotypes hypothesized by ES must be independently confirmed as ecologically distinct (8, 11, 29).

We followed three steps to confirm the ecological distinctness of ecotypes. First, we tested whether the ecotypes indicated by sequence-based analyses were significantly different in their habitat associations within the Death Valley canyon, with the rationale that heterogeneity in habitat associations would indicate the ecotypes’ ecological distinctness. As noted by Hunt et al. (25), confirming ecological distinctness through habitat differences is a conservative process: statistical power to distinguish ecotypes is reduced when ecotypes are only quantitatively different in their habitat preferences (i.e., when they share the same habitats); likewise, in the case of *Bacillus*, statistical power is reduced when ecotypes are occasionally isolated as spores that have randomly settled on a habitat that the ecotype does not prefer. We show below that, despite overlap in habitats, the ecotypes hypothesized by sequence-based analyses were significantly different in their habitat associations. Second, we examined whether the habitat associations we discovered were due to intrinsic physiological differences among ecotypes. Finally, we examined whether the ecotypes identified by ES and AdaptML were each ecologically homogeneous.

Ecological distinctness of the putative ecotypes hypothesized by ES was suggested by differences in their habitat associations within the Death Valley canyon. In contingency tests, the putative ecotypes hypothesized by ES were significantly heterogeneous in both the solar exposure and soil texture dimensions (Fig. 2). Also, an AdaptML analysis implicated both ecological dimensions in the divergence of ecotypes. While AdaptML analysis of both environmental dimensions together identified multiple ecotypes, separate analyses of each environmental dimension alone yielded no evidence of ecological specialization (i.e., the whole *B. subtilis–B. licheniformis* clade was deemed a single ecotype). We may conclude that ecological specialization has involved both solar exposure and soil texture, perhaps through an interaction of the two.

AdaptML and ES identified some of the same ecotypes within the *B. subtilis* clade, confirming that these ecotypes are distinct in one or both of the ecological dimensions analyzed. For example, two very closely related clades, identified as PE 12 and PE 19, were assigned as distinct ecotypes by both ES and AdaptML, with PE 12 assigned to the sand-NFS habitat spectrum and PE 19 assigned to the silt-arroyo habitat spectrum. In other cases, AdaptML pooled into a single ecotype several clades that were hypothesized to be separate ecotypes.
by ES; this was the case for the clades labeled as putative ecotypes D, F, and G by AdaptML (Fig. 2).

The greater splitting of ecotypes by ES than by AdaptML is consistent with differences in approach between these algorithms. ES does not utilize as an input any ecological data about the organisms (e.g., habitat source data) and so works independently of the investigators' knowledge of the ecological dimensions of divergence. It can therefore hypothesize ecotypes whose ecological divergence is beyond the imagination of the investigators; the downside is that the ecological distinctness of putative ecotypes identified by ES must be independently confirmed (10). Because AdaptML utilizes habitat source data, it provides the advantage that it can hypothesize the demarcations of ecotypes and confirm the ecological distinctness of ecotypes, all in one step; however, AdaptML can identify only those ecotypes that are divergent in the ecological dimensions specified by the investigator (10). Thus, our results suggest that the multiple ecotypes hypothesized by ES within an AdaptML ecotype (e.g., within AdaptML's ecotype D) are divergent in some other ecological dimensions not included in our analysis. Testing this could involve sampling along other ecological axes (e.g., the rhizospheres of different plant species, or associations with different bacterial communities [10]), or by physiological comparisons, aided perhaps by genome content analyses (16, 17) or by genomewide gene expression analyses (E. Becraft, F. M. Cohan, A. F. Koeppel, and D. M. Ward, unpublished data).

Even where ES and AdaptML agree in their ecotype demarcations, they suggest the existence of additional, unidentified ecological dimensions of early ecotype divergence. This is because different demarcated ecotypes have converged on the same ecological niche, as defined by solar exposure and soil texture. For example, within the *B. subtilis* subclade, the clades labeled by AdaptML as ecotypes B and C represent convergences onto the silt-arroyo habitat spectrum, and ecotypes A, D, and E have converged on the sand-NFS spectrum (Table 1).

The long-term coexistence of these ecotypes is likely to require ecological divergence along some other, currently unknown ecological dimension(s) (26).

We next consider whether the differences in habitat association among putative ecotypes could be based on accidents of colonization history rather than on ecological specialization. For example, one might argue that the difference in habitat association between PE 15 and PE 12 was caused by initial settling of these clades on RFW's north- and south-facing slopes, respectively, with very little subsequent dispersal. Such a biogeographic explanation is unlikely, because *Bacillus* has been shown to migrate at extremely high rates, even between continents (34, 40), and because *Bacillus* spores are known to resist environmental stresses (37).

In the case of ecotype associations with silty versus sandy soil, we may further rule out colonization history in explaining habitat associations by considering the geography of isolates. A model of habitat association by colonization history alone would predict that the outlier, the silt-associated clade containing PE 12 and 19, would be found only in a small number of silty collection sites. However, the clade was isolated from multiple silty and sandy collection points throughout our study site in RFW (Fig. 1). It would appear that the predominance of this clade in silty soil, and more generally the significant heterogeneity of ecotype associations with soil texture, is due to ecological specialization and not to colonization history. Eventual identification of the physiological differences underlying these habitat associations may include adaptations to the physical soil differences described in Table S2 in the supplemental material and/or the plant resource differences described in Table S3 in the supplemental material.

In the case of ecotype associations with solar exposure, our fatty acid data provide direct evidence of adaptation to warmer temperatures for those putative ecotypes most tightly associated with the SFS. As seen in previous studies (29, 48), those ecotypes most frequently isolated from the SFS of Radio Facility Wash had significantly higher heat adaptation index levels (based on fatty acid content) than ecotypes less frequently isolated from the SFS (Fig. 4). In contrast to the previous association between solar exposure association and fatty acid content, the RFW case is especially interesting, because here the association is not between nearly absolute specialists for particular slopes (49) but rather among slope generalists that are more subtly different in their slope associations.

**Are the ecotypes identified ecologically homogeneous?** We next consider whether the ecotypes we have resolved represent the most immediate products of speciation. This requires not just that the putative ecotypes be ecologically distinct but also that the membership of each ecotype be ecologically homogeneous. If an ecotype we identify contains strains specialized to different environments, the identified “ecotype” may actually contain several newly divergent ecotypes that have not yet had time to accumulate neutral nucleotide substitutions in the marker loci.

This possibility is suggested by a previous survey of genomic diversity within PE 10, which corresponds to *B. subtilis* subsp. *subtilis* (Fig. 2) (16). Members of this ecotype contain different sets of genes involved in the uptake and metabolism of carbohydrates, indicating possible niche specialization to different food resources, as well as different sets of genes involved in sporulation and germination, suggesting life in different environments with different optimal cues for successful germination. However, no ecological differences among the strains studied have been confirmed (16). The present study offers some suggestive evidence for extremely newly divergent ecotypes beyond the resolution of nucleotide substitutions at our three loci. We found that within the ecotypes identified, the strains isolated from the SFS tended (not significantly) to have a higher heat adaptation index than isolates from the NFS. This is consistent with the existence of multiple temperature-distinguished ecotypes within the ES-identified ecotypes. This hypothesis could be tested through analysis of a more rapidly evolving molecular marker (10), such as variable-number tandem repeat (VNTR) loci (27), or by a genomewide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis (18). Here we would expect to find two or more molecular clusters within a given ES-identified ecotype, one with a significantly higher mean heat adaptation index and greater SFS association than the other.

Nevertheless, until the diversity within ES-identified ecotypes is confirmed, we will consider the ecotypes ES has identified to be our best approximation for the immediate products of speciation and our best clue for identifying the ecological dimensions of speciation. This study thus adds soil
texture and further confirms solar exposure as ecological di-
mensions of speciation in the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade.

**Implications for \textit{Bacillus} systematics.** The recognized spe-
cies and subspecies of the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade were
nearly identical to ecotypes demarcated by ES and AdaptML,
with a few exceptions in which a recognized taxon was split into
two or three ecotypes. This close correspondence between
hypothesized ecotypes and recognized species and subspecies
contrasts with the findings for other taxa, where a single spe-
cies may contain many ecotypes discernible through ES or
AdaptML analysis of multiple loci, as seen within \textit{B. simplex}
(29), \textit{Vibrio splendidus} (25), and hot-spring \textit{Synechococcus} (61).

Systematists of the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade thus
appear to have effectively recognized the ecological diversity
among close relatives. Perhaps one element of the successful
approach of \textit{Bacillus} systematists has been to demarcate spe-
cies with very little divergence in the 16S rRNA gene, with
closely related species frequently divergent by as little as 0.3% (Table 2). While many of the ecotypes within this clade are
formally recognized by systematics, we are only beginning to
identify the ecological dimensions on which the named taxa
have diverged; four of the five named species and subspecies
isolated from RFW were adapted to the same sand-NFS hab-
bitat spectrum (Fig. 2; Table 1).

The recognized taxa do not appear to encompass the full
diversity of the \textit{B. subtilis–B. licheniformis} clade. The present
study and our previous study on Negev Desert isolates within
this clade (29) have discovered numerous putative ecotypes
that are each closely related to a recognized taxon. In one case
(PE 19 versus \textit{B. subtilis} subsp. \textit{inaequorum}), the ecological
dimensions of divergence have been identified, but the eco-
logical dimensions of other divergences have not been worked
out. Based on these results, we suggest that the \textit{B. subtilis–B.}
\textit{licheniformis} clade is replete with newly divergent ecotypes
waiting to be confirmed as ecologically distinct. \textit{Bacillus} ecol-
ogists and systematists are challenged to discover the yet un-
known ecological dimensions of speciation leading to the put-
tative ecotypes identified here.

**Toward a universal approach to discovering a clade’s eco-
logical diversity.** This study has provided a general protocol for
identifying the ecological dimensions of speciation by using
theory-based algorithms to identify newly divergent, eco-
logically distinct clades. Demarcating these clades does not require
experience or intuition with the taxon, since ES utilizes only
sequence data, although for the moment, confirming the eco-
logical distinctness of putative ecotypes does require intuition
and knowledge informing us of the likely ecological dimensions
of early divergence. This requirement for experience would
change if systematists of a focus clade were to characterize
habitats by the other organisms that grow there. Just as large
terrestrial biomes may be characterized by their dominant
plants (e.g., grassland), a bacterial habitat may be character-
ized by its dominant bacteria, through assays of 16S rRNA
sequence diversity (31). Biotic characterization of communities
may allow putative ecotypes within a focus clade to be con-
firmed as distinct by their associations with other bacteria.
The ecological dimensions of divergence could then be identified by
previous knowledge of the preferred habitats of taxa outside the
focus clade (10). This general approach will allow us to
move all the way from surveying sequence diversity within a
focus clade, to hypothesizing and confirming ecotypes, and
then to identifying the dimensions of ecological divergence
within the focus clade, all by using universal methods and
leveraging what is already known from other taxa.
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